
Do you serve the public with educational opportunities?  Looking for quality programming? Dan has over 30 years
experience as a nature-connection specialist and seasoned educator. While he has depth of knowledge in many content

areas, Dan’s gift is HOW he does his work - promoting curiosity, wonder and joyful learning.

THEME OFFERINGS OUTCOMES

Birds

learn
from the

The
Bird

Whisperer

“Talking with Birds” Webinar (60-90 mins)

”Bird Migration: An Epic Journey”  Webinar

Deep Birding Workshops (3 hrs - 2 days)

Birding by Ear Workshop (2-3 hrs)

Understand how to tune into the language of birds
Learn about the fabulous feats of birds moving

across the globe. You’ll be amazed!
Practice behavior watching & building empathy with

birds. Slow down your birding.
Learn to ID birds by sound - great for inventories,

conservation projects and more.

Mammals

learn
from a

Certified
Wildlife
Tracker

”Cold Survivors” Webinar (45-90 mins)
”Tinder in the Timber” Webinar (45-60 mins)

“Winter Wildlife Track & Sign” Webinar (60-90 mins)

Wildlife Tracking Workshops (3 hrs - 2 days)

Understand how wildlife adapts & thrives in winter
A fun, playful look into the world of animal

courtship, mating and more!
A great overview of the most common tracks &

signs of winter-active wild neighbors
Learn how to detect, identify & follow the tracks

and trails of all types of wildlife

Habitats

learn
from an
Award

Winning
Faculty
Member

”The Magic of Vernal Pools” Webinar (45-60 mins)

”Eastern Old Growth Forests” Webinar (60-90 mins)

Meet the Trees Workshops (2-3 hours)

Stories on the Landscape Workshop (2-6 hours)

Understand why these temporary habitats are vital
to some very special creatures

The rarest of forest communities has a lot to teach
us about cooperation and communication.

Turn the forest from a “Wall of Green” into your
rooted neighbors. Learn your trees today.

Engage with the rich human history of the wild
woods, from first nations to modern impacts

Webinar Rates 45 mins = $195  |  60 mins = $250  |  90 mins = $325
Workshop Rates* 2 hrs = $295  |  3 hrs = $395 |  6hrs (full day) = $795  |   2-day  = $1495 (*add’l travel fee beyond 30 miles)

To Book: Fill out this Contact form / call 207-200-7615 / email: dan@leadwithnature.com
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